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ABSTRACT: Statistical copolymers of L-lactide (L-LA) and ε-caprolactone (CL) are of major interest as a result of the desired
combination of properties they exhibit for high-added-value applications, including in the biomedical field and in
microelectronics. However, the high difference of reactivity between the two monomers makes difficult their statistical insertion
in copolymer chains. Here, the ring-opening polymerization and copolymerization (ROP and ROcP, respectively) of L-LA and
CL mediated by benzoic acid (BA) are investigated by means of density functional theory (DFT). It is first evidenced that the
mechanism involves a hydrogen-bonding dual activation, where the acidic proton of BA activates the carbonyl moiety of the
monomer, while the conjugated base of BA activates the alcohol initiator. In accordance with experimental findings, DFT
calculations have then revealed a kinetically favored energetic profile for the BA-organocatalyzed ROP of CL compared to L-LA.
In addition, energetic profiles of the BA-mediated ROcP of CL and L-LA does not show any preference of the insertion between
CL and L-LA, irrespective of the type of growing species. Even though the caproyl unit insertion is kinetically favored by the
primary nature of the growing chain end alcohol, this is eventually mitigated by the stabilizing effect of the ester moieties of the
lactidyl unit, which is thermodynamically favored. As one effect compensates for the other, the dual activation mechanism
involved in this organocatalytic pathway using BA as a weak organic acid is shown to be crucial to achieve truly statistical
copolymers based on L-LA and CL.

■ INTRODUCTION

Poly(lactide) (PLA) and poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) are
synthetic aliphatic polyesters widely investigated over the past
decades for their biocompatibility and biodegradability. Yet,
their respective ring-opening polymerization (ROP) leads to
poor elasticity for PLA1 and poor mechanical properties for
PCL.2 These antagonist properties make the statistical ring-
opening copolymerization (ROcP) of lactide (LA) and ε-
caprolactone (CL) a judicious choice for the synthesis of
biodegradable materials with optimal thermomechanical

properties. The resulting copolymers could for instance be
used in pharmaceutical or biomedical applications.3−5

However, control over the ROcP process is a key challenge
because of a clearly distinct reactivity between the two
monomers. Despite a significantly higher reactivity of CL over
LA during their respective homopolymerizations, LA is
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preferentially incorporated in the copolymer chain, especially
for ROcP reactions catalyzed by organometallic complexes.6

Up to now, only a few organometallic catalysts, especially
aluminum-based salen complexes, have allowed achieving an
actual controlled ROcP of LA and CL via the so-called
coordination−insertion mechanism.7−11 To get an insight into
the key parameters influencing this reactivity differences,
Chandanabodhi et al. have conducted density functional
theory (DFT) calculations for both the ROP and the ROcP
of the two monomers utilizing salen-type aluminum com-
plexes.12 LA has been found to exhibit a higher affinity toward
the propagating species, which explains a lower kinetic rate in
ROP (homopolymerization) reactions but, in the same time, a
higher reactivity when both monomers are involved in ROcP
(copolymerization).
Organocatalysts offer numerous advantages over their

organometallic counterparts: they are more environmentally
friendly, show a reduced toxicity and cost, and provide easier
catalyst synthesis and storage. In addition, organocatalysts are
often tolerant to functional groups; some remain active at
elevated temperature, and a variety of solvents and even
solvent-free conditions can be implemented, which facilitates
advanced polymer design.13−15 Their relative nontoxicity
combined with their easy removal from the final polymer
makes also organic catalysts suitable candidates for the design
of materials intended for applications requiring biocompati-
bility.16,17 Last but not least, organocatalysts often operate
through different reaction mechanisms compared to organo-
metallic catalysts,13−15 for instance, through hydrogen-bonding
activation, which might enable the specific synthesis of novel
polymeric materials.18−20

The organocatalyzed ROP (OROP) of LA can be readily
conducted in solution, typically in the presence of basic and/or
nucleophilic catalytic compounds. The latter can operate either
through an activated chain end mechanism (ACEM) or
through a bifunctional activation pathway. However, conduct-
ing these reactions in bulk (solvent-free conditions) has met
with very limited success.21−23 As for Brønsted acid-type
organocatalysts, they have been rarely applied for the same
purpose, but trifluoromethanesulfonic acid and diphenyl
phosphate have been successfully employed for the ROP of
L-LA in solution and in bulk.24−26 In contrast, acidic
organocatalysts, such as sulfonic, phosphoric, boric, and
carboxylic acids, have been largely and successfully employed
for the ROP of CL in solution. Depending on the structure of
the acid, ROP proceeds through the activated monomer
mechanism (AMM) and/or through a bifunctional activation
mechanism.27−31

Synthesis of statistical copolymers based on L-LA and CL,
P(LA-stat-CL), remains very challenging, whatever the
catalysts employed to this end.28,32−36 This is due to the
highly differing reactivity of the two monomers during ROcP.
LA is typically incorporated first, although CL gives faster rates
than LA in homopolymerization reactions. Recently, some of
us have reported the ROP of L-LA and CL catalyzed by
benzoic acid (BA) in bulk at 155 °C. Beyond the fact of being
a cheap, thermally stable, and easily recyclable organocatalyst,
BA has proven highly efficient to perform both the ROP and
the ROcP of the two monomers. Remarkably indeed, both
monomer units can be simultaneously inserted in the growing
chain during ROcP, yielding truly statistical copolymers.37,38

Investigations into the individual ROP reaction mechanisms
involving each of the two monomers and either organo-

metallic39−43 or organic catalysts,44−50 have been reported. In
this context, the study by Chandanabodhi et al. regarding the
relative reactivity of the monomers in ROcP remains an
exception.12 Yet, correlating the reaction rates with the
catalyst’s structure appears essential to understand the cause
of the unexpected random character of copolymers resulting
from the BA-organocatalyzed ROcP of L-LA and CL. It thus
appears that a more detailed investigation is needed to gain a
deeper insight into elementary reactions possibly involved in
the RO(c)P process. For this purpose, we have used theoretical
methods of quantum chemistry, namely, DFT, to model
experimental findings regarding both the ROP and the ROcP
of L-LA and CL employing BA as an organic catalyst. We thus
provide here a comprehensive vision of the reaction
mechanism operating during the synthesis of PLA, PCL, and
P(LA-stat-CL) copolymers when employing a weak acidic-type
organocatalyst such as BA. Not only these calculations support
our experimental findings, but they also reveal the specificity of
this organocatalytic pathway to achieve statistical copolymers
based on L-LA and CL.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Computational Details. All calculations were performed

with the Gaussian 16 suite of programs.51 Geometry
optimizations were performed in solution, using the ωB97X-
D functional52 and the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set of double-ζ
quality plus diffuse and polarization functions, at T = 428 K.
This functional is particularly well suited to describe weak
interactions, such as hydrogen bonds. Solvent effects were
estimated by using the polarizable continuum model (PCM)
approach,53−56 with the dielectric constant of caprolactone
(CL) at room temperature (εCL = 36.5). To confirm that the
optimized structures were minima on the potential energy
surfaces, frequency calculations were performed at the same
level of theory and then used to evaluate the zero-point
vibrational energy (ZPVE) and the thermal vibrational
corrections. The transition states are characterized by a single
imaginary frequency corresponding to the displacement in the
reaction coordinate that connects reactants and products. The
electronic energy was refined by single-point energy calcu-
lations at the ωB97X-D/6-311++G(2df,2p) level of theory,
using a triple-ζ basis set plus polarization and diffuse functions.

Investigation into the ROP Reaction Mechanism.
Based on the background literature, three distinct reaction
mechanisms can be envisaged regarding the use of BA as a
weak Brønsted acid-type organocatalyst for both the ROP and
ROcP of L-LA and CL. In the AMM, the acid protonates the
carbonyl group of the monomer to facilitate the nucleophilic
attack of the initiator (or propagating chain), which is followed
by ring opening (Scheme S1, path I). In the dual (bifunctional)
activation mechanism, while the acidic moiety of the catalyst
interacts with the carbonyl of the monomer by protonation,
the basic moiety activates the hydroxyl group of the initiator
(and, then, of propagating chain ends) (Scheme S1, path II).
Contrary to these two hydrogen-bond-based mechanisms, a
third reaction pathway involving the dual activation of the
catalyst through acetyl transfer has also been reported for
another well-known organocatalyst, the triazabicyclodecene
(TBD).44,46 The Hedrick group has indeed suggested a
pathway involving a preliminary opening of the monomer
through catalyst insertion by protonation of the oxygen atom
of the cyclic ester. This is followed by the nucleophilic attack of
the initiator/propagating chain activated by the deprotonated
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catalyst (Scheme S1, path III). These three plausible
mechanisms were thus investigated by DFT calculations, for
the BA-OROP of both CL and L-LA, using ethanol as initiator.
The search of transition states (TS) for the three mechanisms
led to the isolation of an optimized structure only for path II
and path III (TS1-II and TS1-III). Computations related to
the AMM (path I) indeed resulted in the same transition state
(TS1-II) to that pertaining to the hydrogen-bond-based dual
activation mechanism (path II). Therefore, this mechanism
was not explored further and only the energetic profiles of path
II and path III were compared for L-LA (Figure 1a) and CL
(Figure 1b).
The energetic barriers for TS1-III reached 31.4 and 33.7

kcal mol−1 for L-LA and CL, respectively, while the energy
required for overcoming TS1-II was found equal to 16.1 and
15.7 kcal mol−1 only. The first transition state being rate-
determining for path II (Figures S1 and S2), these numbers
clearly demonstrated that the dual activation pathway (path II)
is energetically favored for both monomers compared to the
covalently bound pathway (path III). In such a way, a
concomitant activation of the carbonyl of the lactone and the
hydroxyl of the initiator can be proposed. These findings are
very consistent with the mechanistic studies previously
reported for ROP of cyclic esters or cyclic carbonates
employing much stronger acid organocatalysts, such as sulfonic
acid and phosphoric acid.45,48,49

■ HOMOPOLYMERIZATION (ROP) STUDIES
Both the initiation and the propagation of the ROP of L-LA
and CL were then investigated and compared by means of
DFT calculations (Scheme 1). Initiation involves the opening
of the cyclic ester to yield the opened-L-LA or the opened-CL,
corresponding to the initial propagating chain of the polymer.
The propagation step then implies the opening of a second
monomer substrate by a nucleophilic attack of the linear
opened species, yielding a propagating chain composed of two
monomeric units, prop-LLA-LLA and prop-CL-CL. Both steps
the initiation (I) and the propagation (P) proved to involve
two TS. These included (1) the nucleophilic attack of the
hydroxyl function of the initiator or the propagating chain on
the lactone (TS1) and (2) the ring-opening of the cyclic
monomer (TS2).
As for the ROP of L-LA, two nucleophilic attacks can be

envisaged, i.e., on the nonsubstituted side (attack 1) or on the
methyl-substituted side of L-LA (attack 2). As no significant
difference was observed between the energetic barriers of both
attacks, the reaction pathway involving attack 2 was therefore
considered for a comparison between CL and L-LA (Figure
S3).
Calculations revealed that the initiation step did not show

any significant energetic differences. TS1 I indeed proved to be
the rate-determining step for both L-LA and CL, 15.7 and 16.1
kcal mol−1 vs 11.0 and 11.8 kcal mol−1 for TS2 I, respectively
(Figure 2). Although the optimized structures for the first
transition state (TS1 I) demonstrated a better affinity between
the carbonyl of CL and the catalyst, relative to L-LA, it did not
seem to affect the energetic barrier (Figure S4). In particular,
the optimized structure of TS1 I evidenced a complete
deprotonation of the acidic moiety of BA for the ROP of CL,
with a distance of 1.03 Å between this proton and the oxygen
atom of the carbonyl group, while that between the proton and
the oxygen atom of BA was extended to 1.47 Å. Conversely, for
TS1 I involved in the ROP of L-LA, the acidic proton

remained closer to the catalysta distance of 1.21 Å from the
oxygen atom of the carbonyl group and only 1.18 Å from the
oxygen atom of BA. This result is in accordance with
experimental results found by 13C NMR spectroscopy; a
higher shift was observed for the interaction involving BA and

Figure 1. Comparison between the H-bonding (path II) and the
acetyl transfer (path III) dual activation for TS1 of the
homopolymerization of (a) L-LA and (b) CL.
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the carbonyl group of CL, suggesting a greater activation of
this monomer.38 Only a variation of the energetic profiles for
the initiation step was noted for the final product complex, PC
I, consisting of an open-CL or an open-L-LA unit in interaction
with the catalyst and which was found significantly more stable
for L-LA (−17.4 kcal mol−1) than for CL (−12 kcal mol−1).
This open-CL unit seemed to adopt a constrained con-
formation because of the long alkyl chain of the caproyl unit
between the terminal hydroxyl and the ester moiety (PC I for
CL). As for the optimized structure for the opened-L-LA unit, it
was found in interaction with the catalyst, forming a nine-
member ring between BA and the ester moiety of the lactidyl
unit (PC I for L-LA, Figure 3a).
Similar to PC I, the initial complex of the propagation step,

RC P, which involves the catalyst, the propagating chain

(opened-CL or opened-L-LA), and a new monomer molecule,
was found lower in energy for L-LA, i.e., −25.4 and −18.1 kcal
mol−1 for L-LA and CL, respectively. This again demonstrates
the higher stability of complexes involving L-LA and BA
relative to CL. However, and contrary to the initiation step, the
energetic barriers involved in the rate-determining propagation
step for (TS1 P) appeared to be different for the two
monomers. While 21.2 kcal mol−1 was required to overcome
TS1 P for L-LA, only 15.5 kcal mol−1 was needed for CL
(Figure 2). This difference in energy may be explained by the
different nature of the propagating alcohol. ROP of CL indeed
involves primary alcohols, while ROP of L-LA generates
secondary alcohols that are more sterically hindered. Thus, the
nucleophilic attack for the ROP of L-LA may be impeded by
steric hindrance of the methyl group in the α-position of the

Scheme 1. Model Reactions for the ROP of (a) L-LA and (b) CL

Figure 2. Energetic profile for the initiation and the propagation of the ROP of L-LA (blue) and CL (yellow) catalyzed by BA.
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carbonyl of the monomer (Figures S3 and S4). These
theoretical results thus confirm experimental findings, as the
BA-catalyzed ROP of L-LA proved much slower (40 h) than
that of CL (2 h) under otherwise identical conditions.38

Additionally, for the ROP of CL, it can be noticed that the
energetic barriers for both TS1 and TS2 are very similar for the
propagation and the initiation steps (TS1 I ≈ TS1 P and TS2 I
≈ TS2 P). This indicates that the rate of initiation is not higher
than that of propagation, i.e., ki ≈ kp, with ki and kp being the
rate constants of initiation and propagation, respectively.
Experimentally, an induction period before a linear evolution
of ln([M]0/[M]) vs time was observed, which was ascribed to
a slow initiation for the ROP of CL. In contrast, the ROP of L-
LA is characterized by a greater energetic barrier for the
propagation step (TS1 P = 21.2 kcal mol−1 and TS1 I = 16.1
kcal mol−1), suggesting that kp < ki. These results are also in
accordance with the pseudo-first-order kinetic plot found
experimentally.38

Similar to PC I at the end of the initiation step, PC P proved
to be lower in energy for the ROP of L-LA than for the ROP of
CL, −22.2 kcal mol−1 vs −18.7 kcal mol−1, respectively. The
complex involving the prop-LLA-LLA unit stabilized by BA was
found more stable because of the different ester moieties
enabling a less constrained conformation for the propagating
chain (Figure 3b). The particular coiled conformation adopted
by prop-LLA-LLA after ring-opening likely favored hydrogen-
bonding between ester moieties of the two lactidyl units and
BA. In contrast, the rigidity of the long alkene chain observed
for prop-CL-CL growing species exhibited an extended
conformation, resulting in a less stable complex.
In the specific case of the ROP of L-LA, the bifunctional

activation pathway by BA might also lead to a side reaction,
namely, epimerization (Figure 4a). BA might form meso-lactide
(meso-LA) by simultaneous protonation of L-LA and
deprotonation of the α-methine (CH) group (TS1 Ep). The
resulting planar enol that is stabilized by a mesomeric effect
can undergo the exact opposite reaction on the other side of
the lactone, with BA protonating back the α-position before
deprotonating the carbonyl to get meso-LA (TS2 Ep). The
energy required for overpassing both TSs involved in the
epimerization of L-LA was found very similar, i.e., 26.1 and
27.4 kcal mol−1 for TS1 Ep and TS2 Ep, respectively (Figure
4b). This energetic barrier is higher than that calculated for
TS1 P (≈ 21.2 kcal mol−1) but is close enough so that this side
reaction cannot be neglected, especially at such a high
temperature (155 °C).

From an experimental viewpoint, the butanediol-initiated
BA-OROP of L-LA performed at 155 °C in bulk revealed the
presence of signals characteristic of meso-LA by 1H NMR
spectroscopy. Model experiments performed at the polymer-
ization temperature with only the monomer or only the
initiator confirmed that the catalyst favored the formation of
meso-LA, going from 3% of meso-LA with the sole L-LA to 8%
with butanediol and 17% with BA (Figures S5−S8). The
energetic profile discussed here is thus in accordance with
experimental data.38

Copolymerization (ROcP) Studies. For the ROcP of L-
LA and CL, two different propagation pathways can be
envisaged, namely, from the caproyl and from the lactidyl chain
end. These sequences refer to as prop-CL-CL and prop-CL-
LLA, when initiated by an open-CL unit, and prop-LLA-LLA
and prop-LLA-CL when initiated by an open-L-LA unit. The
first term thus refers to the terminal unit of the growing chain,

Figure 3. Optimized structures for the products complexes of (a) the initiation (PC I) and (b) the propagation (PC P) for L-LA (blue) and CL
(yellow).

Figure 4. (a) Epimerization side-reaction for L-LA catalyzed by BA
and (b) the comparative energetic profiles for the epimerization and
the ROP propagation of L-LA.
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whereas the second term corresponds to the last inserted
monomer unit. Model reactions employed for the ROcP study
follow the same pathway to that discussed for ROP reactions
(Figures 5a and 6a), and calculations were conducted using the
same conditions.
When the chain end is a caproyl unit, the subsequent

addition of L-LA or CL did not show any energetic differences

(Figure 5b). Indeed, the energetic barriers for TS1 P and TS2
P, as well as the energetic levels of the starting and ending
complexes (RC P and PC P), were found almost the same,
suggesting that both units could be indifferently inserted. The
comparison of the optimized structures for TS1 P and TS2 P
demonstrated similar conformations at the catalytic site,

Figure 5. (a) Model reactions for the copolymerization of L-LA and
CL initiated by a caproyl unit with (b) the related energetic profile
and (c) optimized structures for TS1 P and TS2 P.

Figure 6. (a) Model reactions for the copolymerization of L-LA and
CL initiated by a lactidyl unit with (b) the related energetic diagram
with (c) optimized for TS1 P and TS2 P.
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irrespectively of the nature of the added monomer (Figure 5c).
Indeed, the alkene chain of the penultimate caproyl unit
remained distant from the catalytic site, avoiding any
interaction with BA and keeping an angle close to 90° between
the planar catalyst and the caproyl tail. Additionally, and
similarly to observations made for the initiation step, the
distances between the acidic proton of BA and both the acidic
oxygen of BA and the carbonyl oxygen of the monomer
supported not only the occurrence of a complete deprotona-
tion of the acid but also the fact that CL was preferentially
incorporated, d(CO−H) = 1.04 Å, if compared to L-LA
monomer, d(CO−H) = 1.26 Å.
In contrast, differences were noted between the two reaction

pathways involving the lactidyl chain end (Figure 6b).
Considering TS1 P, the attack on CL is kinetically favored
by 4.2 kcal mol−1 over the attack on L-LA, 17 kcal mol−1 for
prop-LLA-CL vs 21.2 kcal mol−1 for prop-LLA-LLA. Prop-
agation involving a LLA-LLA dyad showed that the lactidyl tail
could interact with L-LA to adopt a coiled conformation
because of the methyl in the α-position of both the lactidyl
penultimate unit and L-LA (Figure 6c). In contrast,
propagation via a LLA-CL dyad revealed that ester moieties
of the lactidyl unit adopted a free conformation, which did not
interfere with the catalytic site, providing a lower energy to
overcome the first TS. However, if TS1 P appeared to be the
rate-determining step for the formation of prop-LLA-LLA
(21.2 kcal mol−1 for TS1 P and 12.1 kcal mol−1 for TS2 P), the
same was not true for propagation involving a prop-LLA-CL
dyad. Both energetic barriers proved indeed to be very close
(17 and 17.2 kcal mol−1), supporting that this pathway was not
only controlled by TS1 P but also that the energetic barrier
required for TS2 P should be taken into account. Similar to
observations made for TS involving a caproyl tail (Figure 5c),
the lactidyl penultimate unit seemed to retain an extended
conformation, remaining distant from BA, the rigidity of the
last CL unit inserted likely hindering a more stable
conformation (Figure 6c). Oppositely, for LLA-LLA prop-
agation, the coiled conformation adopted by the lactidyl tail
and the related weak interactions with the catalyst likely
contributed to the stabilization of TS2 P in this case.
Thus, the more favored pathway for one TS being the less

favored for the other, both effects are probably compensating
each other, so that both pathways are plausible. A possible
explanation for these opposite effects again relates to the
flexibility of the lactidyl chain end and the rigidity of the alkene
chain of CL. The nucleophilic attack of the propagating chain
end on the cyclic monomer (TS1 P) requires more energy for
the formation of prop-LLA-LLA because of the higher steric
hindrance notably caused by the methyl in the α-position of
the carbonyl for both the lactidyl chain end and L-LA. After
ring-opening of the monomer (TS2 P), however, the flexibility
of the lactidyl units seems to stabilize the transition state
compared to the rigid alkyl chain of CL forming the prop-LLA-
CL chain end.
Experimentally, even though the ROP of CL provided faster

reaction relative to the ROP of L-LA, both monomers could be
evenly inserted in the copolymer chain, giving rise to statistical
copolymers. Reactivity ratios of both monomers were found
equal to 0.86, supporting a random insertion, whether chain
ends were of caproyl (rCL) or lactidyl type (rLLA).
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Notably, by comparing the energy of PC P for the four
different pathways, it can be noticed that the energetic levels of
prop-LLA-LLA and prop-LLA-CL are more stable of around
3−4 kcal mol−1 than prop-CL-CL and prop-CL−LLA (Figures
5b and 6b). This means that the penultimate unit has a greater
effect on the stabilization of the copolymer, as while it is a
lactidyl, the complex resulting from the ring-opening is lower
in energy. Optimized structures of PC P for propagating CL-
LLA and LLA-CL reveal favorable interactions between the
ester moieties of the lactidyl unit and the catalyst compared to
the caproyl unit (Figure 7). This can be correlated to the

stabilization effect observed for the propagation via the LLA-
CL dyad relatively to that involving a CL-LLA dyad. Finally,
and very importantly, the energetic barriers involved in these
four reaction pathways remain close in energy, suggesting that
all of them appear to be plausible. All TS, intermediates, and
complexes involved in the propagation step are lower in energy
than those of the initiation step, meaning that the propagation
is exergonic, a typical pattern for active ROP reactions (Figures
S9 and S10).46

■ CONCLUSION

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have shown that
benzoic acid (BA) proceeds via a bifunctional activation
mechanism to catalyze the ring-opening polymerization (ROP)
of L-lactide (L-LA) and ε-caprolactone (CL). Computational
results support experimental findings for both homopolyme-
rizations of L-LA and CL. The ROP of L-LA is characterized
by a slower reaction rate compared to the ROP of CL because
of both the steric hindrance of the methyl group at the
propagating chain end and the methyl group in the α-position
of L-LA. Besides, DFT calculations have evidenced that
epimerization transforming L-LA into meso-LA is highly likely

Figure 7. Schemes and optimized structures for the propagation
products complexes (PC P) for (a) the addition of a ε-caprolactone
on a lactidyl unit (LLA-CL) and (b) the addition of a lactide unit on a
caproyl unit (CL-LLA).
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during the BA-organocatalyzed ROP of L-LA. Finally,
investigations by DFT of ring-opening copolymerization
(ROcP) experiments revealed that caproyl unit insertion is
kinetically favored, providing lower energetic barriers because
of a chain growth by a primary alcohol at the chain end
alcohol, while insertion of lactidyl units is thermodynamically
favored, providing lower energetic levels because of the
stabilizing effect of the corresponding ester moieties. These
opposite effects enable the use of BA as a weak organic acid for
the precise synthesis of true statistical copolymers based on L-
LA and CL. We expect that BA could be applied to ROcP of
other heterocyclic monomers for the design of new copolymer
structures.
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